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CHRONICLE N°11 

The soul is always reborn, but never dies ! 
& 

The quantum properties of the soul 

To spread this subject, I would confine myself to speaking succinctly of my soul on its 
present timeline, as far as I can remember and probably also, what I am allowed to 
disclose. And so that readers may be led to understand how this miracle of one thing can 
happen and help them to perceive what might happen when we are guided to rediscover 
our soul connections with its other planes of reality – that is, when at the top is as at the 
bottom, or as elsewhere is as here –, I would only testify about my experiences the way I 
lived them, with objectivity and pragmatism.


For modern humanity in its current experience of the Service to the Self, being 
consciously reunited or connected to its soul or its Self, is one of the most difficult things 
to achieve, since this alliance is only effected in the silent intimacy of our Being and our 
outer universe generally confirms it to us only through reading synchronicities or symbols. 
We still need to know how to read them !


This alliance means that it is above all a question of cultivating a deep Faith in Oneself. 
And to cultivate this Faith in Oneself, does not only lead us to remember our experiences 
of yesteryear on Earth or on other planets, but at times also commits us to refer to plans 
of experiences of unachieved potential and perhaps even to those of another future 
already realized. Finally, through the perception of the time that we cultivate because of 
our linear consciousness, the other versions of « our realities » somehow always return to 
past stories. 


In any case, this alliance with our Self leads us to restore confidence in our own strength, 
that is to say in the Faith of the absolute sovereignty of our Being in its multiple creations ! 
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I would therefore say that faith is the intimate and profound manifestation of our 
conscious communion with the different extensions of our soul. 

Nevertheless, we should always remember that this natural gift, which should have 
consciously linked us to our Self and its various extensions in other dimensions and 
densities, has been knowingly altered by STS geneticist entities which, breaking down 
certain sequences in the human genome by inserting stop RNA codons, slowed down or 
even prevented modern man from being able to connect to his Self and reach higher 
levels of consciousness and intelligence. But it was the game for man to learn from 
himself to extricate himself from his 3ᵉ density matrix.


However, thanks to the magic of epigenesis, to the support of geneticist mothers and to 
the contribution of the missing codes introduced into our organism by the cometary 
viruses of the "end times", these sequences can now be awakened and reassembled by 
the one who gives himself the means.


Consequently, their reactivation would indicate first that the individual who actually 
notices the signs of the guidance of his Self in his daily progress, could recognize this 
marking as such. And the one who could recognize this markup, could therefore perceive, 
how, in a certain way, he became a temporal explorer, a space-time traveler. For all the 
realities that the Self experiences on other planes of existence are recorded in the 
informational field when our consciousness, by drawing its information from the 
subconscient, becomes capable of reading them.


Faith would therefore allow us to gradually bring back the memories of our « past 
and future » alter inscribed in this subconscious, in the field of consciousness of our 
present. 

In this exploration of soul knowledge, we have appealed to our higher consciousness, so 
that it may begin to inform us about the quantum properties of the soul.


Question to the Angel : 

On several occasions, mysterious phenomena led us to feel the presence of 
disembodied beings, sometimes even to perceive them more or less distinctly. 
Could we translate these oddities as the manifestation of their souls ? 

If you want to go even further in the exploration of these realities, it is first necessary to 
conceive that as such the soul has no independent life or existence. She has no 
conscience of her own.
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It would be like a magnetic phylactery, a kind of virtual or immaterial encyclopedia, 
personal or individual, which would memorize all of your experiences and would restitute 
programs, allowing the mind of the individual to take into account or « understand / com-
prendre » the experiences that he is going through.


As soon as the first cells appear at the beginning of the gestation, the vibrations of the 
soul progress in stages so that it can create its body, in order to learn to feel, then 
progress in an environment that will become its biotope. Thus and gradually, a tiny 
magnetic field begins to capture neutrinos, which slowly build its first information-
receiving form. In return, this first model of consciousness impulses to this soul, a certain 
rhythm for its progression. Consciousness creates the gravitation that modifies 
consciousness, is already the law that applies at this level.


You might have a glimpse of the evolution of a human soul at the microscopic level, at the 
time of fertilization, then of the assembly of the first cells of the morula which will then 
constitute the first form that the soul inhabits when its consciousness « take flesh » in the 
human world.





It is therefore from this infinitely small that a primordial soul widens, expands and grows, 
then, inserts itself into a form, becomes intelligent thanks to the vibrations/information 
captured by its neutrinos.


The soul will eventually reconstitute and record the infinite stages of its evolution to 
continually return, at the end of its cycle, to the One, to Unity. This Unity which, whatever 
the level of learning of the soul in all its forms and at all levels, always becomes dual as 
soon as it penetrates a density. This is one of the principle of the Law of One which says 
that the Spirit invariably finds its atomic double in a receptacle.


The Unity being however a convenient and pleasant form for the soul, it finds in 5th 
density a certain comfort, which is only a place for a “temporary rest”, since the soul is 
called for eternity to gather information and to be taught experiences in the infinity of 
worlds. This is how it acquires the knowledge that will feed the morphogenetic field of the 
Mother Soul of 7th density, infinite as well.
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Thus, thanks to the faculties possessed by the protein antennas of your genes, your soul 
is able to communicate with its upper part which is none other than this morphogenetic 
field common to your present, your past, your deceased, and even to those you will be in 
your future humanity.


Therefore, the Mother Souls correspond to those consciousness centers that you like to 
call stars constellations. Cassiopeae concretizes the consciousness center of the 
Cassiopaeans’ group, Leonis that of the LEO, the Pleiades that of the Pleiadians, and so 
on.


Even if the soul corresponds indeed to this electromagnetic space establishing the 
energetic link between the spirit (the mind) and one of its multiple mortal bodily 
extensions, this electromagnetic sphere is simply your “true Self”, the permanent and 
omniscient “I am” who travels the cosmos incarnating in the different worlds.

Therefore, you can consider that this space of immortal consciousness travels through all 
creation in the raw form of a light-energy sphere, conveyed in a geometric structure. This 
bubble of information and memories, in its form of energy/light, invests the multiple 
extensions of the Spirit, enveloped each time by a vegetal, animal or humanoid body, a 
geometric form, or any transdimensional vessel according to the density pattern in which 
this Spirit manifests itself.


Therefore, the Soul is the vehicle of this Spirit. It is this true hyper-dimensional “I am”, the 
consciousness of this temporal traveler who travels the cosmos in search of a point of fall 
to experience his incarnation, or as a “guide”, to observe and accompany the souls of 
incarnate entities.

(See for example Eck’s story

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/notre-histoire/2-jena%C3%ABl/ )


However, it is absolutely not the ego-I, who for a long time you believed to be and who 
identified only with its body of flesh and its physical, psychological and emotional 
sufferings.


Thus, whatever realities it penetrates, the soul always causes “the descent” of a more or 
less material extension, adapted to the world it explores, so that the Spirit can express 
himself and discover his environment.


As a result, the soul or the Self always possesses a double, an extension in the higher 
worlds. The incarnated part of the body-soul-spirit, therefore, remains eternally connected 
to its timeless part not incarnated, the higher Self or the Mother Soul, which remains freed 
from space and time.


It is for this reason that some people having experienced an NDE, or when they had the 
privilege of remembering their last incarnations, told that feeling the moment of their 
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death, they were able to see the scene that led them there. They were able to see their 
“exit from the world” both through the eyes of their physical bodies, but also and 
simultaneously, through the visual perceptions of their etheric bodies which were “already 
suspended” above their bodies.

(See for example Jenaël’s story – the swing accident

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/notre-histoire/2-jena%C3%ABl/ )


This means, therefore, that the soul of the etheric body is totally and perfectly fused with 
the soul of the physical body during its incarnation and does not detach itself until its 
atomic body ceases to live.


In the non-densified or non-material worlds, that is to say in 5th and 7th densities, the soul 
only possesses an elementary extension serving as a container. This extension, a 
geometric and magnetic space animated by a hyperfast and counter-clockwise rotary 
movement, evolving out of gravity and out of time, would be able to reflect or express its 
energy in all directions of space. Its geometry represents this famous complexigram, a 
double star-shaped tetrahedron, that is nothing else than the Merkabah, this 
transdimensional vessel/vehicle of which the ancient traditions spoke.


(Hence probably the answer to the questions of Ark in the transcription by the 
Cassiopaeans of July 4th 2020, in the following excerpt :


(Ark) Yes. Two questions. First question is goes back to December 1998. Twenty-
two years ago, I was asking about gravity and Kaluza-Klein theory and 
multidimensional universes. I was told I was on the right track. I asked whether I 
missed something, and the answer was, "You did not miss anything. You have not 
yet found something." And then I asked what was it, and the answer was : 
tetrahedron. And it didn't fit any of my ideas. Tetrahedron is a geometric figure, a 
solid body in 3 dimensions. And I didn't ask then what the meaning of the 
tetrahedron was related to gravity. But now I really would like to know whether it is 
really a tetrahedron in our space, or a symbolic expression that there are four of 
something - but of what ? Can I have some explanation after 22 years ? I'm slow, 
yeah ? 
(Joe) Well, you waited long enough, so you should get an answer ! 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A: Tetrahedron in 3D is what in 4D ?  
Q: (Ark) Tetrahedron in 3D is what in 4D…  
A: Lethbridge.

[…]

(Gaby) I think it was pentagons that he drew in 3rd density, and that was triangles 
in 4th density. 
A: Yes

[…]

(Ark) Alright, I will look and try to figure it out. Second question of a similar kind... It 
goes back to 24th of July 1999. I was again asking about theories of gravity and 
how to expand the theory of gravity because gravity is so important. Then, there 
was a unexpected combination of words which was, "octagonal complexigram". 
That was the answer. And I have no idea... I mean, complexigram, I have an idea. 
There are complex numbers, right ? So complex numbers, it probably has to do 
with... 
A: Double tetrahedron in 3D is hexagon in 4D.  
Q: (Ark) But here it was octagonal, and not hexagonal.

[…]

Q: (Ark) I want to ask an additional question because you mentioned 4D. Is this 4D 
space plus time, or is it space plus extra space dimension that has nothing to do 
with time ? 
A: Latter.

https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/seance-du-4-juillet-2020.49181/


Let us return then to the representation of the soul in the different densities.


When the soul is suspended in the non time and remains localized inside its merkaba 
hyper-fast vehicle with counter-clockwise spin, it is neither subject to gravity, nor time. 
However, when it explores the periphery or the reverse of its no-time space (in other 
words, when it is subjected to gravity in the materialized and densified worlds in a space-
time), the soul forms a receptacle, a shape specially adapted to this environment, so that 
it can feel and experiment sensations through the abilities of its atomic bodily extension.


This extension, a more or less dense body of physical matter, even sometimes very 
subtle, is endowed with a right spin (or clockwise spin). The spin direction, an inner 
property of the particles, is this feature which separates the material reality of existence 
from its etheric or non-material reality.


The soul is therefore not life, but the experience of life develops, fits into it and grows 
through it, so that it can transfer the collected data into the worlds it explores in the 
morphogenetic field of this higher Soul or Mother Soul, that the ancients called God.
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Thereby, the soul has the possibility of referring to this field, to be guided or informed 
during its incarnation process. And it is because the higher Spirit has a perpetual need to 
experience new worlds, that the soul is always reborn, but never dies !





In these pictures, spirit-souls in their non-material dimension, which we call astral.

The soul forms itself a receptacle, a shape, a vehicle especially adapted to the environment it 

explores, 

so that it can feel and experiment its atomic body of dense or subtle matter.


It is an eternal and infinite vibration of an electromagnetic field of neutrinos (elementary particles, 
of practically zero mass) which adapts to the different worlds it explores.


Thus, even in the primordial state, and whatever the worlds it explores, the soul always 
possesses an extension of itself, a form-receptacle adapted to it ! In the higher densities, 
it is transported either in more or less dense bodies, or in very ethereal, subtle, 
evanescent bodily forms, or in orbs, spherical forms subjected to a minimal gravitation, so 
that it can move, even in the so-called cosmic void.


Spirits-soul in orbs ; their spherical-shaped vehicle is subjected to a minimal gravitation to be able 
to move in the cosmos.
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When the soul plunges into a 3rd density human incarnation process of short cycle,it 
occurs with each new reincarnation, a reconfiguration/reprogramming of the unconscious 
and consciousness related to the soul.

Whereas during a transfer (walk-in) in a body of 3rd density, that is to say when a soul/
spirit abandons a body of 3rd or 4th density, for some reason, and resumes its 
progression into a parallel dimension of existence, this reprogramming only remains 
partial.


The process of deprogramming/reprogramming is however no longer necessary in the 
worlds of etheric or “spiritual” existence with long cycles, this because these worlds imply 
a very “slow and progressive” non-dual evolution, in which the soul will already have 
collected and stored all the data, involving the duality from its lessons and experiences in 
the worlds of short cycles physical existence. And it will have recorded them in the 
information field which always remains available, even during experiments in long cycles.


In other words, it is more “fast and easy” for the soul to recapitulate experiences in 3rd 
density during a short cycle, than if it remained reclusive in worlds of 4th density with long 
cycles.


Thus, whatever the worlds in which it evolves, the soul always possesses an extension in 
an atomic form, more or less material, in relation to the density of existence it 
experiences. But if it is not embodied in a time space of 3rd, 4th or 6th density, its 
materialized atomic form reproduces a cloud of neutrinos with clockwise spin, drawing or 
expressing the configuration of its last incarnation vehicle. But reclusive in its non-
temporal space and whatever densities it explores, its primary configuration remains that 
of a small light sphere embedded in its hyperfast merkaba with an anti-clockwise spin.




On the left : surrounded by its hyper-fast merkaba with an anti-clockwise spin, 

a soul sometimes appears for a few fractions of a second in penumbra.


On the right : but most often, because of its high-speed of rotation, it only appears an extremely 
bright point. (Picture reconstituted as close as I can see)
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As you also know, the soul has multiple faculties. It carries, among other things, vibratory 
codes and psychic and physical memories from your countless incarnations.

These codes/memories are those that your so-called non-coding genome is able to 
restore to the subconscient thanks to its resonance frequencies.


This space of propagation of the genetic vibratory frequencies, constitutes this famous 
informational or morphogenetic field which is not localized, since it also communicates 
with other planes of reality in which the soul evolves. And depending on the 
circumstances, these non-coding genes are able to respond to certain inclinations and 
solicitations of the mind.


Knowing then that this morphogenetic field (the vibratory resonance transmitted by the 
electromagnetic field coming from the supposedly non-coding reactive genes in the DNA) 
includes the biological morphogenic field (the electromagnetic resonance of the coding 
genes reproducing the physical appearances that the soul expresses in the many 
dimensions and worlds that it inhabits), it would be quite logical for you as a "quantum" 
observer to find the means to perceive or visualize your essence, your image, that is, the 
appearance you have in other worlds. In short, to discover what you might look like in 
other densities and dimensions of reality.

This possibility exists and is really exploitable !




Detail of a picture where a portrait appears


To be able to go out and discover your others yourself, is an extraordinary adventure that 
can undeniably take you into enchanting and fabulous worlds.


To understand how the extraordinary process that will be described here can take place, 
it is first of all to remind you that your present human body, that is, when embodied on 
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Earth, has a rate of about 85% of water (which is not the case in other densities) and that 
somehow you are also made up of stardust.

Then, this stardust would represent all these other terrestrial and extraterrestrial worlds 
explored by your soul when it is present on other timelines. Its future and past memories 
are then restored to you in the form of thought patterns inserted into virus DNA codons, 
which are actually spread in your atmosphere by cometary dust.


These viruses introduced into the Earth’s atmosphere by cometary debris, therefore 
contain the genetic sequences essential to change, since they come from experiences 
already experienced by the Mother Soul on other planes of reality. Therefore, the new 
genes inserted by these viruses can potentially restore and improve the DNA of your 
human body and open to the progression of your current consciousness.


So now you can understand why all these scientists who are fighting the so-called Covid 
mutants will never be able to stop their pseudo-pandemic. Because in truth, the true viral 
epidemic on your planet is of natural origin and remains beneficial for the evolution of 
human consciousness. The human sciences and its ordinary medicine, still very archaic in 
this field of research, remain in the impossibility of conceiving that viruses could be 
beneficial for the progression of the consciousness of man. By reflex, the human psyche 
always struggles against what it does not know !


Thus, gradually increased from these new codons containing genetic memories from 
other planetary realities inhabited by your soul, your present genome, now totals 
“thousands of years of consciousness progress”. These neo-ccodons thus reinforce the 
progression of human thought and ethics, and support the mechanism of development of 
this new reality, which your humanity is about to give birth to.


Cometary viruses are definitely an opportunity provided by higher cosmic 
consciousnesses in order to prepare you for a density change. They are powerful 
engines for the organic and natural evolution of human consciousness. And applied to the 
human, these “viral thought-forms” open your psychic faculties to even more concrete 
and powerful faculties of a new kind of 7th sense, that of the language of tribal 
intelligence.


This still unexplored stage in the evolution of humanity thus refers to a new form of group 
consciousness or tribal higher Self or group Soul, which as it brings together the 
individual Self/Souls of initiated individuals, would mark a new stage in the coming history 
of humanity.


Definitively positioning itself in a new process of progression of “its consciousness”, this 
new era would be inscribed at the same time on the scientific, individual and social levels, 
in the creation of a new form of society, built on the example proposed by these group 
consciences.
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While waiting for this new societal potential to take hold on our planet, we again 
questioned the Angel about the potentials that our higher Self would already offer us.


Question to the Angel : 

Extraordinary synchronicities have led us to perform incredible experiments with 
water. We have perceived that it possesses the property of being able to reveal, 
under certain conditions, either psychic memories, that is to say memories of other 
planes of reality, or images in the form of visions, becoming even photographable ! 
How and what would be these secrets that could still be revealed to us by water ? 

As surprising as it may be, the phenomenon of the soul mirror or psychomanteum can 
actually put you in contact not only with other parts of yourself having traversed other 
densities of existence or other planes of reality on Earth, but also elsewhere !


These other parts can even be photographed by a fairly simple process. All you have to 
do is take a digital camera and find a corner of unspoiled nature where a stream of pure, 
flowing water naturally flows ; but above all, do not expect an immediate result.


It is then possible to photograph the water that flows between your fingers, when you put 
your hand in it. Sometimes, depending on your inner state, you may discover parts of 
your soul, embodied in other densities or dimensions of existence. Remaining usually 
invisible in your present reality, these other parts can however be captured by the very 
high shutter and processing speed of digital cameras.


How is it possible ? You know that in a way, the universe is geometric and double. The 
visible part reflecting the invisible part, the visible Earth reflecting the invisible Earth, the 
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visible sun reflecting the invisible sun, there is no chaos or chance in the universe. 
Because the universe is mathematical, since in the first place it is dual and symmetrical ! 
The camera then uses in a way the quantum laws of duality and its “symmetrical 
simultaneity”, that is to say the ubiquitous reality of objects, to succeed in making visible 
the different structures of your invisible field.


There is actually an exchange of information taking place between the water of the stream 
and the electromagnetic field of your body. This information reveals your state of mind 
and its vibratory rate which sometimes become able to express and then materialize their 
atomic coherence zones. Thus, these atomic coherence zones form clear molecular 
arrangements and compositions that are imprinted in the wave of the stream. Illustrations 
of the different dimensions and densities that inhabit the soul, then become visible in the 
photo.


However, your vibratory rate fluctuates constantly, as it is determined by a defined state 
of consciousness in a well defined “present moment”, and remains influenced by all kind 
of external events. But if the individual does not succeed in settling in his zone of internal 
coherence which corresponds to a state of being of refocusing and emotional neutrality 
with his Self, the process of the “aquatic psychomanteum” remains inapplicable. Because 
it is this internal coherence zone, produced by the refocusing of the Self in itself, which is 
photographed by the camera.


In other words, water is informed and influenced by your own electromagnetic information 
field or vibratory resonance space. And the more water there is in motion in your 
environment, the stronger the quantum entanglement becomes and the more dense and 
precise the psychomanteum images become.


How does this process work psychologically or cognitively ? 

Once the photo is displayed on the computer screen, as you scan it, images become 
clearer and clearer. The “psychomanteum phenomenon” experiencer (that is to say the 
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observer) then feels his vibratory field change. And by accepting this new information 
brought to his eyes or knowledge, the individual’s soul’s different bodies or vehicles of 
incarnations on higher planes reveal themselves to the consciousness in the form of real 
visual coherence zones. They are perceptible forms, sometimes even quite distinct 
images that are unveiled in these coherence spaces.


The universe is thus revealed essentially by images and symbols which are a true double 
language encoded in your psyche. But since you haven’t really understood its importance 
yet, or learned to decipher it, you must first relearn how to read or interpret the hidden 
visual codes in these spaces of optical coherency. And thanks to your imaginary (the 
image that you can see in this coherence area), you will be able to learn certain truths 
about yourself.


So, to regain your sovereignty, you must first perceive the power of the intelligence of this 
interconnected language, through a transdimensional network of higher entities, that can 
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answer the following questions : “show me who I am”, or “show me what I need to 
understand”.


Thus, in the case of this sort of interconnected exchange with this “transdimensional 
network of intelligences” and by the law of cause and effect, the ego-I of the ego of the 
individual who receives information or image revealing information about his soul, 
becomes the trigger of a cause.


The interlocutor, or even the entities present in the experiment that hear or receive the 
information from the image, creates the effect. Therefore, precisely by this mirror 
phenomenon, all these entities create an impact on the ego of the former, thus increasing 
his consciousness sphere.


At your level, you could also see this specificity when sharing in small groups. These 
group shares reinforce the tribal effect, since the mirror phenomenon, that is to say the 
information shared by the interlocutors in the group, creates and reinforces the 
consequences of this famous mirror effect.

Because this mirror effect reflects a zone of delimited coherence and internal to the 
vibratory plane. And when you become aware of the phenomenon, in the presence of 
water (in this case, that present in the human organism in resonance with that of another 
human being), the mirror effect multiplies.


Water therefore transmits a wave and vibratory message which, when perceived by the 
unconscious, is sent back into the sphere of consciousness. Some areas of its undulation 
are then transformed into a zone of coherence of particles, which can sometimes reveal a 
scene or characters.


Water thus expresses an intelligence far beyond what you might attribute to it, since it 
works with an intelligent, reactive and creative consciousness that truly reflects the 
universe of the Self in oneself.


Through the presence of water, and if you sincerely request it, the higher Self becomes 
able to deliver to you all the information you need. But it is not the ego-I, that is, the one 
who absolutely wants to see and verify, who determines the journey into the depths of the 
universe of the Self. There is nevertheless a reason that triggers this trip. It is linked to 
your creative and preferential thoughts that respond to the Law of Intention.


Therefore, do you begin to perceive the effects or potentialities of thought on matter ?


More and more people perceive what science continues to ignore, since scientists are 
constantly limited to studying matter instead of studying this vacuum field which they call 
antimatter and which alone, is thought-influenced !
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It is this field of antimatter, this so-called void at the origin of the preplasmatic reality of 
every moment of your existence, that is brought into play in the famous theorem of the  
Cassiopaeans which reveals that : Consciousness creates gravitation that modifies 
consciousness !


This field of matter and antimatter intimately entangled, responds to the famous Unified 
Field Theory (UFT) which includes the individual, his consciousness, his biology and the 
universe in which he lives, as well as his cosmic and spiritual universe. Even the air you 
breathe is embedded in this unified field.


The air you inhale and exhale consists of an exchange of magnetic and electric fields, 
thus of the energy that the ancients called vital breath or Prāṇa, since the air also contains 
protons, neutrons and electrons.


The atom is therefore made up of protons and neutrons, among others. And all around its 
nucleus, the electronic field is excited at different frequencies by producing photons, thus 
light. This light is information that is usually materialized by a spectrum of visible 
frequencies, revealing shapes and colors.




Therefore, whenever your vibratory rate increases, for example to the joy of an encounter, 
a soul recognition, or simply an inner harmony brought about by the nature that surrounds 
you, this photonic electric field is excited by different frequencies and produces in your 
psyche, a delimited coherence zone revealing inner images which every time could be 
revealed by water.


These images can then be viewed by a digital camera, which is simply a technology 
capable of capturing and freezing the photons that, in this area of coherence, vibrate at 
higher frequencies.

You are made up of stardust, in other words of billions and billions of atoms which, 
actually, in some visible frequency spectra, can form a set of coherent images. Thus, he 
who travels in “his own coherence” actually learns to travel in the cosmos.
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What about these ordinary scientists who work with the CERN’s LHC particle accelerator, 
and who would like to accelerate or collide elementary particles to try to discover the laws 
of this “cosmic” particles coherence ? As a result, their experiments do not show any. 
They do not work, since any question of coherence is linked to resonance. The human 
body is the perfect demonstration of this solid and material coherence of the ultimately 
non-material and spiritual nature of the human being.


The human of the future will be able to awaken and live far beyond its five senses. He will 
become aware of the magic that arises from the infinitely small and learn to orient his 
atomic functions by increasing his vibratory rate. Only then will it regain its full 
sovereignty.


        


Question to the Angel : 

Where is the importance of forming groups of people in the context of current 
earthly changes ? 

Through direct contact with each other, or by collaborating passionately and engaging in 
networking (such as those who are actually involved in the Cassiopaea network or in the 
LEO network), such a group of individuals emits a very singular energy signature that is 
built up by the contact of one with the other. And collaborating with sincerity for the 
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spiritual progress of their comrades, this network becoming less and less subject to 
hyperdimensional attacks, will be more open to its new creative abilities.


It also means that as passionate readers, participants or experiencers of these networks, 
their consciousness has already made a quantum leap and their vibrational resonance 
rate has already risen. While ordinary and curious readers have remained only in the stage 
of mere aspirants and progress only slowly.


The increase in the vibratory frequency of individuals therefore depends on the fervor of 
their quest for knowledge. This also implies that many of these individuals are not yet fully 
conscious, since they always remain reclusive in the dormant part of their Being. While 
those who have already reactivated their new DNA strands, are gradually beginning their 
awakening process, since a number of their non-coding genes are starting to work again.


This quantum and genetic leap then begins to extirpate the individual from his psychic 
limitations inherent in 3rd density. And each of his jumps of consciousness has a vibratory 
effect on the one who perceives them. He feels these jumps as symptoms translating into 
feelings of heat, fever, but also vomiting, eructations, diarrhea, dizziness, which ultimately 
are only penetrating signs of the soul’s memories release.


So some travel in space-time faster than others. And during this journey between the 
worlds, psychic entities, even real and physical, from other realities of experience are 
sometimes revealed. And since Consciousness creates gravitation, the one who has 
opened his consciousness to accept this reality, can even sometimes see them clearly 
manifest spontaneously through his behavior. However, entities from other kingdoms or 
from parallel dimensions, or even from other galactic humanities, can already become 
visible by the psychomanteum process.


It is now a question of understanding that these entities can indeed become 
bellicose, aggressive and destructive again, only if they are ignored, rejected and 
driven away, that is, if they are not heard when they attempt to communicate with 
your human part, or if they are not recognized as a part of yourselves. 

More often than not, these entities mean you no harm. They are usually extensions of 
your soul, or of your essence, that is to say other “yourselves”, revealing their existence in 
a parallel dimensional reality, and asking to express themselves through you. They often 
turn out to be these teachers of a knowledge that you carry in the deep memories of your 
genome.


Thus, to be able in your future to connect to this new paradigm of information, you must 
let the language of intuition and imagination emerge and trust it. And by accepting the 
meanders of your so-called illogical, incoherent, non-rational thoughts as a branch of 4th 
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density towards true freedom, you should learn not to let this 3rd density’s Cartesian mind 
interfere, which often makes you believe in absurdities, that it is not logical, that it cannot 
work, who always wants to check and find evidence to be sure that your reasoning 
remains well confined in the patterns of well-thinking normality !


The freedom to be able to appeal to intuition and imagination as a means or tool of 
creation in 4th density will be very difficult to master. You must therefore first become 
clearly aware of the unlimited possibilities of this gift of the soul, in order to master this 
new instrument of creation. Because if this “new ability” were not tamed or controlled, 
this “freedom” would be similar to that of the madman who lets himself go to madness.


So to learn to manipulate this new tool, the plastic arts, painting or music will prove to be 
excellent learning areas to advance toward this quantum awareness. As depending on the 
progression of your consciousness and your way of thinking, your atomic spin changes. 
The sound or voice changes, your music changes and your creative momentum 
transforms to become truly creative.


This is why, thanks to the increase of his field of consciousness, each one emits a 
frequency or a sound that is characteristic to him. Each object has its own sound. Each 
planet emits its own sound.


Thus, your atomic spin rectified and increased by your progression, produces new 
resonance frequencies that each individuality emits by unprecedented geometric shapes. 
These new resonance models penetrate matter by their multiple geometric frequencies. 
They are rhythms that generate geometric figures. These rhythmic frequencies determine 
not only the shape of the crystals, the symmetry of the foliage, but also create 
circumstances and synchronicities, so that you can change your reality.


Some of these frequencies may weaken, even disintegrate matter. While others may 
strengthen its structure or even camouflage it.


It will therefore first of all be very important to relearn how to surround yourself with 
mineral, animal, vegetable consciences, that is to say organic systems present in nature,  
which are principles of energetic regeneration carrying information that each “Mother 
Soul” creates for you, and which are intrinsically transdimensional and transdensitary. 


So you can guess that low-frequency thoughts that are part of the predatory matrix, as 
well as ethical and higher thought forms, are not localized. But they are both inscribed in 
the morphogenetic field and always influence someone or something somewhere !


However, your highest thought-forms naturally connect with higher vibratory patterns of 
the same level. All matrix logic is therefore defined by your own internal coherence 
system which is extremely powerful.
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So to learn to “change” your outer world, it is first of all to learn to change “together and 
simultaneously” your perception of reality, then to get rid of all materialist ideology and all 
these concepts and precepts of lack of money, of food, but especially, to learn to trust 
your higher Self’s guidance.


Because in the material world, you simply need a minimum of security and comfort to be 
able to do what you have to do. You will then perceive that happiness, joy, abundance, 
has nothing to do with accumulation of goods or any struggle to keep or earn “his 
money”.


Which then means that abundance, tranquility, peace, tranquility, will manifest “outside” 
you, in your reality, only if your atomic spin begins to change when you are truly at peace 
with your Self, inside yourself !


And since you are working to bring your world back to balance and free itself from the 
tentacles of Artificial Intelligence, you simply need to learn to trust each other. And when 
you vibrate together, in unison, in this “Unconditional Love”, the intention to succeed in 
this “something” that you have to do, makes that this “something” happens almost 
without much effort.


Finally, to get to the exit gate of your world, you absolutely don’t need to fight against 
your executioners, nor to denounce your persecutors. Knowledge will be able to open the 
way to the evidence of a new reality. It is that true secret which has always been hidden 
from the ordinary man’s consciousness.


This great change will never be realized when you turn to the outside world, since it 
takes place in the very intimacy of your cells. And when you have freed yourselves 
from all the limiting memories and programs that bound you to the 3rd density, LEO 
teaching and its sometimes a little trying pedagogy, will make you fulfill what you were to 
accomplish and will prolong the human adventure in the higher densities of those who 
feel called by the Service to Others.


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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